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Female Speaker: welcome to the November conference call.  I want to welcome the new Los Angeles group.  Thanks to those on the friends and family campaign.  It is important for our campaign, thank you.  And folks working on fundraising at the end of the year.  Several more are in the works.  

I am joining you from Kenya, it is 10PM.  Yesterday I was with our partners using the results model.  You have met several of them at the conference.  They are mobilizing hundreds of people.  One women has a 200 woman network advocating with parliament to get them all connected within half a day.  A member of parliament was engaged by the partners.  They strategized about lobbying and strategy of local fund.  The local government must now domestic resources of donors showing that Kenya is doing its part.  That segues me into the focus of this month.  The WHO showed that deaths from tuberculosis has surpassed HIV/AIDS.  Wherever we look for TB we found people then we expected.  Addressing the challenges and gaps and the reports for a couple weeks shows that we require more funds to tackle this.  

The US role is essential to set up the global fund and the issues for the next few years.  Your advocacy is instrumental for the global fund.  You played a role in getting president Obama to commit 5 billion over three years.  You have critical work to secure senate support.  Making sure congress supports.  

World AIDS day is December 1st.  They will have events in the community to push the US to build support in congress.  This is a great media moment for a kickoff.  We asked a special guest to be on the call, Christoph Benn, and he will talk about the Global Funds role if fully funded.  Christoph joined global fund in 2003 as director as external relations.  He has mobilized funds since it began.  Under his leadership the fund has over 40 billion US Dollars.  Prior to that he worked as a doctor in Tanzania and has 20 years experience in global health.  Christoph is hugely dedicated and effective.  He is generous to join us from Geneva.  The board meeting kicks off tomorrow.  Thank you for your time, we would love to hear the progress that is possible.  

Christoph: thank you.  I have never worked with Results, but I have worked closely with you and your colleagues.  It is important and impactful.  Results is a powerful movement, you might not even realize it.  The efforts have changed the minds of decision makers and politicians.  Thank you.  I am happy to talk tonight about the upcoming replenishment of the Global Fund.  

This year is very special for global development.  We had a summit in new york.  The global fund helps additional resources to implement health programs.  Prevention, care, and treatment programs out of reach because other countries don't have the taxbase to establish health systems.  We have helped introduce prevention and treatment programs, and made progress.  We presented in New York.  Because of the investments through donors, governments, etc., we have been able to save 17 million lives.  They are alive because of this effort, that is a huge number and growing fast.  We hope for 22 million by next year.  

We had a mandate to help countries aid with tuberculosis and malaria.  HIV is down 40%, TB by 30%, and malaria demonstrates mortality levels down by 60%.  These are historical numbers.  The UN assembly was in a position to formulate the goals that let us end these as epidemics.  That would be bigger.  There are obstacles on the way.  These diseases are not easy to defeat.  When we let off and put less emphasis they come back.  

We are dealing with all three emrngg resistance.  TB is a big example, but also malaria and HIV.  We have to redouble our efforts to end these by 2030.  It will not be in the last three years, but in the next five.  That is where the replenishment comes.  We regulate every three years.  That is a reasonable period for politicians to decide on funding, and we can announce to the partners what the funding cycle will be.  We end in 2016 and call for a conference to receive new resources.  Those years will be critical and decisive.  Whether we avhce that role or not.  We usually do campaigns through two conferences.  The preprty conference, telling donors what we need and what we can achieve.  You have to tell the donors precisely what you can do, and why it is important.  That is what we will do at a conference in Tokyo.  Advocate work is critical.  Politicians have different.  They have reasons to invest with those people in those countries.  You save lives and provide better lives for individuals, families, and communities.  I will stop here and take questions.  

Female Speaker: post the questions in the chat box, or email them to Ken Patterson.  I will start with Hattie.  What are some of the solutions we can expect to undertake to end these epidemics by 2030?  New programs or innovations.  Another from Betsey; what countries have graduated out of the global fund.  Another good one, what does the world need to hear from the United States to make the rest of the world forthcoming with resources?  

Christoph: we have effective tools for all three diseases.  We don't have a cure for HIV, but treatment that ensures a normal life.  A cure for tuberculosis and malaria, and effective prevention tools.  We will eventually depend on new tools.  The last 15 years show this is feasible.  We hope to improve over time.  We can assume with the investment that provides incentive for research and development, we will have new tools to achieve the goals and end the epidemics.  There is a plan to eradicate malaria by 2040.  That is the most ambitious plan.  We have very effective tools, we need to make them available and affordable.  We count on new ones.  

For countries, many have graduated out.  The result can serve as a catalyst to invest more and eventually take over the full cost of the program.  As they develop, we can pay for those services for themselves.  The US is the biggest funder of the global fund and also bilateral programs.  It has shown political leadership challenging other richcountries to do more.  

Female Speaker: how would you frame these issues for more skeptical members of congress?  A recent article said 4,000 deaths a day.  Do you have ideas to elevate fear about the problem?  Can we try to combine ending poverty and these diseases?  

Christoph: it doesn't matter about politics.  We have support for conservative and liberal leaders, in Europe you have social democrats and conservatives.  Something goes across party lines, as a great benefit for these issues.  Many say it is one of the few bipartisan issues.  You always have to frame it to appeal to members of congress and parliament, but in this case it is normally possible to do it so you will get support.  No one wants to waste human life.  For TB, when it comes to health for these diseases, Results is a partner of TB, but it is often more overlooked and affects the poorest.  You have TB in migrants and prison population.  While we have a cure for TB, and not that expensive, it is harder to identify the people.  

We have made progress, the rates have gone down, but it is painfully slow and we need to accelerate the rate.  Mainly for social reasons it has not been dropping faster.  The link between poverty and disease is often in many circumstance.  Disease contributes to poverty.  These are diseases of poverty.  These negatively effect doing work, family income.  There is now a plan to eradicate malaria.  The same report said this would save 2 trillion US dollars.  

Female Speaker: the night before the board meeting, we want to wish you best of luck.  It is key for replenishment.  Thank you for the leadership and partnership.  You have really helped us support and engage.  Any parting words?  

Christoph: thank you, and we look forward to looking with results and serving the people who need to be served.  Thank you.  

Female Speaker: before I turn over to John Fawcett, I want to congratulate you keeping the legislation bipartisan.  If we keep scaling that up, we can get that passed.  Brilliant media work.  

John Fawcett: nice to talk to you.  I want to touch on a few words on the global fund.  You had a great overview from Christoph.  I want to talk about the presidential election and the mother and child act.  The replenishment will be a top priority.  We won't know where the meeting will happen, Christoph said third quarter of next year.  We will ask Obama to pledge one third of the global fund.  That will be for years after he has left office.  We utilize the replenishment to build support among our senators and representatives who will fulfil this after Obama leaves office.  

To give a quick update on the work around the presidential election.  Check out results.org on updates in engaging in the presidential primary.  As you know from the news, there is an opportunity to access from a retail politics level in coffee shops, fairs, etc.  We are taking advantage of that to put questions on the global funds, etc.  We are trying to get stronger groups.  Check out our website, it is right on the homepage.  If you know folks in south Carolina, New Hampshire, who may be interested please flag that for them.  We will talk about the Reach every mother and child act.  We have co sponsors in the house.  We were up to 25 co sponsors in the house.  Even more important is that 12 are republican.  We are doing a good job of building the co sponsorhip in an even and bipartisan way.  That is critical for longterm success.  I think our arguments are compelling.  That is my experience.  There is research around the narrative project, which finds people who are skeptical of foreign assistance, the arguments are really the most compelling.  Around the economic impact or national security are good secondary arguments, but are not as persuasive.  I find that heartening that the same lessons that appeal to democrats motivate some of the most conservative champions.  Building that has been enabled by the work.  New media pieces from Rhode Island, Utah, in the Salt Lake Tribune.  We are finishing our third board editorial board.  Orlando, Birmingham, etc.  Hope to see more media soon.  Thank you for inviting senate staff to a briefing on world pneumonia day.  It was a 9AM breakfast briefing.  I was worried it would be empty.  We had 10-11 senate offices.  We will send out the list.  We talked about the Reach Act, given the role of pneumonia as a leading killer.  Thank you for all your help, keep it up.  Amy will guide us through a labor talk.  Ken, Grassroots Cafe.  

Ken: welcome to the call.  I have the best job in the world.  I witness your struggles, successes, etc.  I witness Donna getting a letter published in north Carolina.  I get to see letters show up across the country, like whack a mole.  You never know where he will show up.  This past month we had new groups and advocates.  Many other people made efforts.  Those who succeeded have new or deeper relationships with editors.  Those who did not get meetings also had newer and deeper relationships.  Congrats to all.  Go ahead Kathleen.  

Kathleen: I am from las vegas.  I was at the last international conference, I have been at every one.  I bring my granddaughters for them to do work.  We met with a republican presentative aid.  Her name is Lauren, she went to las vegas schools and universities.  Each of my granddaughters presented on maternal and child health, tuberculosis and basic education.  They aced it due to the training they received.  Because of our relationship with Lauren Currie, she signed on to the REACH act.  In the past he has not signed on.  

Male Speaker: congrats,  No one had Amodei on their list, but you did and were able.  I want to go to Beth Wilson.  

Female Speaker: thank you.  I talked to a member of congress.  One of the two republicans who introduced the REACH act.  Our congressman is a good friend of results, but is a moderate democrat.  We have asked him to reach out and become co sponsors.  

There are opportunities to speak to these people in person.  We hope the advocates will move them along from within the district.  

Male Speaker: I think this is a great example of how to mobilize the republican and democrats.  We need to continue to act now.  It will get harder next year.  Every piece of media brings it closer to happening.  Attack these efforts, use perserverence and passion.  Attack multiple angles.  

This is a great opportunity, world Aids day, to support us next year.  Do something, even small, to bring people together and let them know some things in terms of the role in fund replenishment.  We show a video with a local organization.  25 groups have signed up, 6-7 folks with mini grants, I encourage you to do that.  

Next is fundraising.  There are two things to make it easier.  One is the holidays.  Use the season to garner support for results.  Second, an offer was made by Peter, a longtime donor.  He has challenged us to raise $25,000 and he will contribute $10,000 himself.  We have a math to this.  A number of you have taken advantage.  Use the holidays and the match to help get to 100,000.  Next I would like to welcome a special guest.  Scott will tell us the outcomes.  I want to see if he is on the line.  

Male Speaker: I am.  Before I announce the elections board members, I want to say that we have four board members elected.  These are important.  These people serve on the board and the executive committee.  The winner is Beth Wilson, she is elected to another three year term.  Thank you to Campbell and Peters.  We will have another election next year.  Please think of that.  

Male Speaker: thank you to those who volunteered to serve.  Thank you for voting.  Now we will talk about the REACH act.  Amy?  

Female Speaker: can you promote AMy2?  This computer keeps freezing.  [Feedback]
I want to shout out to John Fawcett on his anniversary.  Hopefully you have a team mate.  I will teach you the new laser talk.  I will start.  

Male Speaker: it looks like Amy froze.  

Female Speaker: I will pretend you are my senator.  Hi Senator Edwards, the holidays are a great time to reflect on what we are grateful for.  I am grateful my family is healthy.  Around the globe kids often still die from preventable infections, etc.  Today 11 children will die each day.  These deaths have gone down, we can accelerate progress.  

Male Speaker: Thanksgiving and the upcoming holiday are a cause for reflection.  I am happy my family has access to healthcare.  Around the globe people die too often from preventable infections, poor nutrition.  11 children still die each minute.  We now can accelerate progress.  The REACH ACT, senate Bill 1911, and House Bill 3706.  Can I count on you to co sponsor the REACH Act and encourage one colleague across the aisle to do the same.  Think the answers in your head.  The final part is pairing up and practicing.  

Preventable infection, poor nutrition, lack of basic vaccination.  __ children under age ___ still die each minute.  11 children under age five die each minute.  The ultimate goal is to end unnecessary deaths by 2025.  Thank you for this.  Now you need to pair up and talk to someone about this, and plan it.  I will now unmute your lines and let you say good bye, but then go practice.  

[End of Meeting] 



